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Being 20, Responsible Ukrainian Train Mechanic

HEADLINE:

Serhii Marchenko has been working as a mechanic in the locomotive depot of Lozova,
Ukraine. He has dreamt of driving trains since childhood, like his grandfather and
great-grandfather. Serhii has a great responsibility for the safety of passengers and
cargo. He can be called to work any time and be sent anywhere.

DATELINE:

Lozova, Ukraine - 19/03/2018

SCRIPT:

00:00-00:12

bondorenko1979@gmail.com

I’m Serhii Marchenko. I work as a train mechanic in Lozova locomotive depot.
00:17-00:27
My working day starts with the call on my mobile phone. It means I must be in depot
in an hour or in an hour and a half for taking the locomotive.
00:30-00:42
Love to the railway transport has appeared since my childhood. I was attracted by its
power. Besides, my great-grandpa and grandfather worked with locomotives too.
00:45-00:59
This profession demands quick and accurate decision making. You should not be
stressful and understand that you are responsible for the cargo or passengers you
transfer.
01:05- 01:21
Now the situation has changed as a result of hostilities. We have been to wartime in
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Luhansk and Donetsk. It was necessary to take people away. Everything was taking
place along with the sounds of sirens, pursuit planes, volleys.
01:24-01:41
First of all, I would like the situation in our country to be better, European salaries to
be introduced we are striving to have. It’s necessary to go for the best and achieve,
achieve. At least for yourself in order to say – I’ve done it!

SHOTLIST:

Shot of a mobile calling
Shot of Serhii packing his bag and going to depot
General shot of depot
Shot of an electric locomotive
Shot of Serhii driving the electric locomotive
Shot of Serhii telling his story in a cockpit of the electric locomotive.
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